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Quantum information theory shows that coherent measurements have the essential capability to
provide  more  information  than  incoherent  ones,  as  emphasized  by  many  authors  [1,  2].
Exploiting the advantages of entanglement makes this possible.  Several works based on the
concept of coherent measurements have appeared recently [3-5]. However, for the purpose of
such measurements, not all the features of quantum entanglement are necessary. For example
most coherent measurements require entanglement as primary resource, but not non-locality,
which is a different property [6]. 
Classical systems are known to obey the rules of locality. Nevertheless, some classical systems
show  the  remarkable  feature  of  non-separability,  that  is  “classical  entanglement”  between

different  degrees  of
freedom.  In  particular,
classical entanglement has
been  demonstrated  in
optical  beams  with  non-
uniform  polarization
patterns. Typical examples
are  the  so-called
cylindrically  polarized
beams  of  light  [7,  8],
which  can  be  represented
by linear superpositions of
the  transverse  electro-
magnetic  modes  TEM10

and  TEM01 with  different
linear  polarizations.  So the question arises:  Can one also use the unique properties  of non-
separable classical light to benefit from the advantages of coherent measurements?
This work demonstrates that classical entanglement in cylindrically polarized beams of light
permits achieving coherent measurement of the Mueller matrix of an optical element affecting
polarization. In principle, our method allows the Mueller matrix reconstruction from a single
shot,  whereas  conventionally  four  probe beams of  different  polarizations  are  required.  This
example furnishes a clear  proof of principle  that  tasks requiring entanglement  but not  non-
locality may be accomplished by using classical systems.
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Figure 1. Polarization pattern of a radially polarized mode: Three decompositions of a
radially polarized modes into fundamental polarization and spatial modes. By projections
on a certain spatial mode a certain polarization of the beam can be selected. 
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